
From: Chris Vanderpool
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Cc: Modes, Kathy; Kotzalas, Margie; Eric Jameson (Eric.Jameson@dnr.state.ga.us); Robert Rushton
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Hello John,
 
The Hopewell Designs SSDR amendment for the Model N40 Neutron/Gamma beam
irradiator (SSDR GA-1138-D-106-S) is attached for NRC review. A hard copy will be
mailed to the address you specified. If you have any questions regarding the
amendment, please contact me via e-mail, or by cell phone 706-338-1036.
 
Best regards,
 
Chris

On Thu, Oct 17, 2013 at 2:36 PM, Jankovich, John <John.Jankovich@nrc.gov>
wrote:

Chris,

Please see the responses in red below, following the questions in your e-mail.

John

 

From: Chris Vanderpool [mailto:chris.hdirad@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 12:15 PM
To: Jankovich, John
Cc: Modes, Kathy; Kotzalas, Margie
Subject: Re: registration of Hopewell Designs, Inc. Model N40-7C

 

John,

 

Hopewell Designs will amend SSDR GA-1138-D-106-S. I intend to submit the
amendment this evening and I have a few questions.

1.) What is the preferred method for submission? Is e-mail acceptable along with
a mailed hard copy, and payment? Answer:  this is the best way, e-mail with
attachment/s, followed by a hard copy.

2.) Does this amendment go directly to you?  Answer: please send it to me
addressed as

John P. Jankovich

mailto:chris.hdirad@gmail.com
mailto:John.Jankovich@nrc.gov
mailto:Kathy.Modes@nrc.gov
mailto:Margie.Kotzalas@nrc.gov
mailto:Eric.Jameson@dnr.state.ga.us
mailto:rorushton@hopewelldesigns.com
mailto:John.Jankovich@nrc.gov
mailto:chris.hdirad@gmail.com
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1 SUMMARY DATA FOR AMENDMENT 


Date: October 16, 2013 
 


Manufacturer and 
Distributor: 


Hopewell Designs, Inc. 
5940 Gateway Drive 
Alpharetta GA 30004 
Radioactive Material License GA 1434-1 
 


Contact: Chris Vanderpool, RSO, Telephone (770) 667-5770 
 


Device Type: Instrument Calibrator and Neutron / Gamma Irradiator 
 


Model Number:  N40 Series 
 


Radioactive Source: NEUTRON SOURCES 
X.2  QSA Global 
X.3  QSA Global 
X.4  QSA Global 
X.14  QSA Global 
N03  Eckert and Ziegler 
10S  Frontier Technology 
100S  Frontier Technology 
X.1  QSA Global 
X.33  QSA Global 
X.35  QSA Global 
AN-HP  Gammatron 
 
GAMMA SOURCES 
X.8  QSA Global 
X.9 QSA Global 
X.38  QSA Global 
X.2163  QSA Global 
R6000  Reviss Services, Limited  
R6010 Reviss Services, Limited  
R6020                              Reviss Services, Limited  
R6030                              Reviss Services, Limited  
R6040                              Reviss Services, Limited  
R6050                              Reviss Services, Limited 
R6060                              Reviss Services, Limited 
INIS-SF-xx  International Isotopes, Inc. 
 


Radionuclide  & Max. 
Activity: 


Am-241/Be, 24 curies 
Cf-252, 1.2 Ci 
Cs-137,  2600 curies 
Cobalt-60  60 curies 


Leak Test Frequency: 6 months 
 


Principal Use: Neutron / Gamma Irradiator, Category II (K) 
 


Custom Device: No 







 


 
 


This amendment adds or adjusts the following: 


 Addition of an optional beam port and shielding configuration that can be used with this 
irradiator. The traditional N40 is a panoramic type irradiator, and the addition of a beam 
port and top shield generates a collimated beam of radiation.  


 Addition of optional attenuators, collimators, and roof shield.  


 Increase nominal and maximum activities for Americium-241/Beryllium in the following 
sealed source models.  


Source Manufacturer Source Model Nominal Activity Max. Activity per source 


QSA Global, Inc. AMN.PE4   20 Ci (740 GBq)    24 Ci (888 GBq) 
Eckert & Ziegler Isotope 
Products 


AM1.N03   20 Ci (740 GBq)    24 Ci (888 GBq) 


Gammatron AN-HP   20 Ci (740 GBq)    24 Ci (888 GBq) 
 


 Addition of Cesium-137 source capsules in the following sealed source models.  


Source Manufacturer Source Model Nominal Activity Max. Activity per source 


Reviss Services Ltd. R6020   100 Ci (3.7 TBq)    120 Ci (4.44 TBq) 
Reviss Services Ltd. R6030   200 Ci (7.4 TBq)    240 Ci (8.88 TBq) 
Reviss Services Ltd. R6040   450 Ci (16.6 TBq)    540 Ci (20 TBq) 
Reviss Services Ltd. R6050 1200 Ci (740 TBq)    1440 Ci (53.3 TBq) 
Reviss Services Ltd. R6060 2200 Ci (740 TBq)    2600 Ci (96.2 TBq) 


 


 The minimum amount of WEP shielding surrounding the source in the storage position 
for the N40-7C Above Floor model, and N40-2S models is 17 inches. 


 Various edits to sections. Changes are in bold italics.  


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


2 SUMMARY DATA FOR AMENDMENT 


The Model N40 series Neutron Gamma Irradiator is a system designed to calibrate radiation 
instruments, irradiate dosimeters, or irradiate samples. The irradiator is typically located in a 
shielded room, inaccessible to personnel when the irradiator is in use.  The irradiator control 
panel is located outside the room.  Access to the shielded irradiator room is monitored via a 
system of safety circuits and interlocks; triggering any circuit will result in the source returning to 
(or remaining in) the shielded position. 


The N40 series irradiator consists of radioactive sources sealed within source holders or 
“rabbits”, a storage position for the sources, shielding to limit radiation levels, a panoramic or 
collimated exposure position, pneumatic transfer tube(s) that move the source(s) between the 
shielded and exposed positions, a control panel, safety interlocks, and indicators.  


The N40 series typically accommodates 1 to 7 sources depending on the model, but may accept 
up to 10 sources if multiple source capsules are required to achieve the desired activity in a 
single rabbit. The same isotope and source pedigree is used when sources are stacked in a 
rabbit. 


The N40 is designed to house up to 24 Ci of AmBe and 1.2 Ci of Cf-252. Certain models can 
contain neutron and/or gamma sources. The Model N40-7C can hold up to 120 Ci of Cs-137 and 
up to 2 Ci of Cobalt-60. The Model N40-xx-BF can hold up to 2600 Ci of Cs-137 and up to 60 
Ci of Cobalt-60. Maximum activities for each model are as follows: 


Device Model # sources per device Isotope Max. Activity 
 per device  per device 
   Ci GBq 
N40-1 1 AmBe 16 592 
  Cf-252 0.04 1.5 
N40-2D 2 AmBe 16 592 
  Cf-252 0.04 1.5 
N40-2S 2 AmBe 24 888 
  Cf-252 0.55 20.4 
N40-7C 7-10 AmBe 24 888 
  Cf-252 0.55 20.4 
  Cs-137 120 4,440 
  Co-60 2 74 
N40-xx-BF 7-10 AmBe 24 888 
  Cf-252 1.2 44.4 
  Cs-137 2600 96200 
  Co-60 60 2,220 


 


The sources used in the device are in special form encapsulation.  The sources are housed inside 
a rotating carousel (N40-7C and N40-2S) or a tubular storage position (N40-1 and N40-2D) that 
is aligned with a metal transfer tube.  The desired source is blown from the storage position up 
through the transfer tube to the exposed position via compressed air and held in place at the 







 


exposure position. The shield that surrounds the storage position is a steel case filled with 
shielding materials applicable to the shielding properties required for the source(s) used in the 
N40 device. Shielding materials can consist of steel, lead, concrete, water extended polyester, 
or high density polyethylene or equivalent. The combination of shielding used is dependent on 
the device model and sources. The exposed position is an aluminum or stainless steel cylinder 
available in 2 beam configurations, a 360 degree panoramic radiation beam, or an optional 
beam port to collimate the beam. A control panel has interlock circuits, a timer, controls, and 
indicators for operating the irradiator. Additional status lights and interlock circuits are located 
on the irradiator or in the room containing the device. 


The device is operated from the control panel.  Because the device produces a beam of neutron 
and/or gamma radiation in free air, the irradiator is typically located in a separate, shielded 
room from the control panel.  Typical operational steps consist of: placing an instrument, 
dosimetry, or samples in the radiation path, exiting the room and closing the door, assuring all 
interlock circuits are closed, placing a key in the system enable switch and turning the switch to 
enable, selecting a time, and pressing the expose switch.  Prior to source exposure, a warning 
buzzer sounds at the device warning of imminent source exposure. After the buzzer the solenoid 
valve is energized to move the source to the exposed position.  The exposure is terminated by the 
timer or when the return switch is pressed.  The source returns to the shielded position. 


A last man out (LMO) system is available as optional safety equipment. The last person out of 
the room activates the LMO when exiting the room. The source cannot move or become 
energized until the LMO system is satisfied.   


The N40 includes several safety features to assure personnel are not exposed to radiation.  
Shielding limits the exposure rates to 5 mR/hr 12" from the surface when the source is in the 
shielded position.  The irradiator is typically located in a shielded room separate from the control 
panel. Power to the solenoid valves that expose the source runs through several safety circuits 
including the safety interlock, emergency off switch, and system enable switch.  If any of these 
circuits are interrupted, the source returns to the shielded position, or remains in the shielded 
position. A warning buzzer warns of imminent source exposure.  Status lights at the control panel 
and on the irradiator show source position. 


3 CONDITIONS OF USE 


The N40 is used to calibrate radiation survey instruments, irradiate dosimeters, or irradiate 
samples for research. When the source is in the exposed position, the N40 produces a 
panoramic beam of radiation that shines in all directions, or an optional beam port with 
additional shielding is used to generate a collimated beam of radiation.  


Radiation instruments, personal dosimetry, or material samples are placed in the beam. The 
irradiator is typically located in a shielded room where the entrance door is interlocked to the 
operation of the source movement. 


3.1 ROUTINE OPERATION 


The N40 is used primarily to calibrate radiation measurement instruments, irradiate dosimeters, 
or irradiate samples for research.   Under routine use, an operator would place the instrument, 
dosimeters, or samples in the path of the radiation beam.  These might be placed on an optional 







 


positioning track(s) that would move along the axis of the beam.  The operator would then 
inspect the room to confirm that all personnel had exited the room, press the optional last man 
out (LMO) button if equipped that would start a warning buzzer and light, then leave the room 
and close the door.  Once the door was closed, the door interlock circuit would be complete, and 
the warning buzzer and light would stop. The operator would go to the control panel and select 
an exposure time.  A key is inserted in the system enable switch and moved to the enable 
position.  The emergency off switch is examined to confirm that it is not engaged.  At this point, 
all interlock circuits would be complete and the exposure could begin.  The operator selects the 
desired source to expose and the source is aligned with the transport tube (N40-2S and N40-7C). 
The operator presses the expose pushbutton to initiate the exposure.  With systems not equipped 
with a LMO button, a warning buzzer and light at the device sounds for a minimum of 20 
seconds, warning of imminent source exposure. After the buzzer sounds, the expose solenoid 
valve is energized, and the source is blown to the exposed position. When it reaches the exposed 
position, a solenoid turns on to hold the source and the expose solenoid valve turns off. The 
status light at the control panel and the device turns from green to yellow during transit, to red 
when the source is at the exposed position. The source remains in the exposed position until the 
timer finishes, the return switch is pressed, or the system enable switch is turned to disable. The 
power to the expose solenoid valve is turned off, a cushion solenoid valve turns on and the 
source moves to the shielded position.  The cushion solenoid valve then turns off. A sensor 
confirms the source entered the shield.  


4 DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION 


The N40 Neutron Gamma Irradiator is designed to calibrate radiation survey instruments, 
irradiate dosimeters, or irradiate material samples for research.  It consists of the 
following major components: shielding; radiation sources; control panel; interlocks; and 
indicators. 
 
In addition, other optional equipment such as a beam port, collimator, attenuators, turn 
table, and positioning tracks might be part of the irradiator.   
 
 


4.1 SOURCE SHIELDING 


Shielding can vary depending on the N40 model. Shielding material may consist of steel, lead, 
water extended polyester (WEP), high density polyethylene (HDPE), and may also include 
concrete and earth. WEP consists of a matrix of  about 25% water and 25% polyester resin, with 
the water containing dissolved boron-containing materials (and other chemicals), and 50% high-
density polyethylene in the form of small beads dispersed within the WEP matrix as an 
aggregate.   


4.1.1 Shielding for N40-1 and N40-2D 


The Models N40-1 and N40-2D have a minimum of 16” of WEP surrounding the storage 
position.  This WEP is contained with a minimum of ¼” steel skin.  The shielding is typically 
shaped as a cylinder that is a nominal 34” in diameter and approximately 30” tall.  The sources 
are located about 6” above the floor.  Concrete in the floor provides shielding under the sources.  







 


The shape of the shield can vary – the top of the shield may have a truncated cone, or may have a 
permanent or removable dome and beam port. The transport tube that carries the source 
between the shielded and exposed position has a slight curve inside the shielding to prevent 
direct radiation shine to the exterior of the shield. 


4.1.2 Shielding for N40-7C and N40-2S 


The Models N40-7C and N40-2S have a minimum of 17” of WEP or equivalent shielding 
materials surrounding the storage position. A combination of steel, WEP, lead, and concrete 
can be used to shield sources of neutron and gamma radiation. This WEP is contained with a 
minimum ¼” steel skin.  The shielding is typically shaped as a box that is a nominal 24” square 
and approximately 48” tall, or a cylindrical shape.  The sources are located about 12” above the 
floor.   


In some above floor configurations solid concrete blocks are stacked around the WEP shield so 
that the overall shield limits exposure rates to 5 mR/hr at 12”. A typical shield might be a 
nominal 5’ square by 4’ tall, and covered with a sheet metal skin, then secured with bolts. The 
shape of the shield can vary – the top of the shield may have a truncated cone, or the shield may 
be cylindrical – as long a minimum of 17” of WEP or equivalent shielding is used.  


4.1.3 Shielding for N40-xx-BF 


Shielding is available in 2 options:  above floor and below floor level (a “-BF” is added to the 
below floor model for this version).  The standard above floor shielding is fully self-contained as 
described above.   


The “BF” below floor option shield consists of a steel tube filled with WEP or concrete.  The 
pipe is placed in a well in the floor.  The sources are located a minimum of 6’ below the floor 
level.  The WEP or concrete above the sources, and concrete plus earth around the sides, provide 
shielding.  


4.2 RADIATION SOURCE 


All sources used in the N40 irradiator are AmBe, Cf-252, Cs-137, and Co-60 in special form. 
The special form source is doubly encapsulated in a welded stainless steel capsule.  Sources are 
supplied with certificates for source activity, exposure rates, and leak tests. Depending on the 
desired source activity, the following sources would be used in the N40 irradiator.  Activity 
levels are +/-20% of nominal. 


Source Manufacturer* Mfg Nominal Maximum Registry No. 
Capsule  Part No. Activity Activity  


   Ci GBq Ci GBq  
Am-241/Be         


X2 QSA Global AMN.18 0.30 11.1 0.36 13.3 MA-l059-S-240-S 
X3 QSA Global AMN.22 1.00 37 1.2 44 MA-l059-S-240-S 
X4 QSA Global AMN.23 3.00 111 3.6 133 MA-l059-S-240-S 
X14 QSA Global AMN.24 5 185 6.0 222 MA-l059-S-240-S 
X14 QSA Global AMN.25 20 740 24 888 MA-l059-S-240-S 
N03 E&Z Am1.N03 20 740 24 888 CA-0406-S-232-S 


AN-HP Gammatron AN-HP 20 740 24 888 USA-0331-S-96 







 


        
Cf-252        


10S Frontier 10S 1.0 37 1.2 44.4 OH-0298-S-101-S 
100S Frontier 100S 1.0 37 1.2 44.4 OH-0298-S-102-S 
X1 QSA Global CVNxxx 0.30 11.1 0.4 13.3 USA-0632-S-96 
X33 QSA Global CVN33x 1.0 37 1.2 44.4 USA-0646-S-96 
X35 QSA Global CVN35x 1.0 37 1.2 44.4 USA-0643-S-96 


AN-HP Gammatron AN-HP 0.4 14.8 0.5 18.5 USA-0331-S-96 
        


Cs-137      0  
X.7 QSA Global CDC.700 1.0 37 1.2 44.4 MA-l059-S-204-S 
X.8 QSA Global CDC.809 1.0 37 1.2 44.4 USA/0634/S-96 
X.9 QSA Global CDC.93 3.0 111 3.6 133 USA/0640/S-96 
X.38 QSA Global CDC.xxxx 10 370 12 444 USA/0363/S-96 


RSL6000 Reviss RSL6000 30 1110 36 1332 GB190S-96issue3 
RSL6010 Reviss RSL6010 50 1850 54 1998 GB197S-96issue3 
RSL6020 Reviss RSL6020 100 3700 120 4440 GB198S-96issue3 
RSL6030 Reviss RSL6030 200 7400 240 8880 GB199S-96issue3 
RSL6040 Reviss RSL6040 450 16650 540 19980 GB200S-96issue3 
RSL6050 Reviss RSL6050 1200 44400 1440 53280 GB201S-96issue3 
RSL6060 Reviss RSL6060 2200 81400 2600 96200 GB202S-96issue3 


        
Co-60        
X.38 QSA Global CKC.P1 50 1850 60 2220 USA/0363/S-96 


X.2163 QSA Global CKC.P6 50 1850 60 2220 MA-l059-S-250-S 
INIS-SF-xx Int’l Isotopes INIS-SF-xx 50 1850 60 2220 NR-1235-S-101-S 


 
* Note:   QSA Global is QSA Global, Inc. 
 E&Z is Eckert & Ziegler Isotope Products 
 Frontier is Frontier Technology Corp 
 Reviss is Reviss Services, Limited 
 Int’l Isotopes is International Isotopes, Inc. 


The sources are loaded into the source holders or “rabbits”.  Rabbits may vary in size which is 
dependent on the source capsule being used in the device. The rabbit size can range from 0.9” 
to 3”outer diameter and up to 7” long.  The exterior of the rabbit has fins to facilitate transport 
by air. The cavity for the source is sized specifically for the source being used and is designed to 
be approximately 0.010” ± 0.005” larger than the source diameter and length.  


4.3 SOURCE TRANSPORT SYSTEM 


The source is moved from the storage to the expose position and back by air pressure.  Airflow is 
controlled by solenoid valves; one or more are used in combination for flow toward the expose 
position and one to cushion the source rabbit upon return to the carousel. When an exposure 
begins, the expose solenoid valve(s) turns on to blow the source to the expose position. Once the 
source reaches the exposed position, it is held in place, and the expose solenoid(s) turns off.  







 


The source is held at the exposed position by either a suction cup or a spring-return latch.  
Vacuum is created at the suction cup when the expose solenoid valve is energized and 
compressed air blows across a venturi orifice, creating vacuum at the suction cup. A vacuum 
sensor indicates the source is at the suction cup. For systems that call for long exposures a 
spring-return latch is recommended. When the expose solenoid is energized, the latch extends 
under the rabbit to hold it in place. When the valve is turned off, the latch retracts and the source 
returns to the shielded position. If power fails or air pressure fail, the spring retracts the latch, and 
the source returns to the shielded position. 


The source returns to the shielded position immediately when the expose solenoid is turned off. 
Cushion air turns on briefly to control the descent of the source. A photo-eye above or within the 
shield senses the source passing from/to the shielded position. 


The size of the transport tube is a nominal 1” inner diameter for the small rabbit and 2” for the 
large rabbit.  The transport tube can be straight, or curved slightly when it enters the shielding to 
reduce radiation shine out of the transport tube when the source is in the shielded position. The 
overall length of the transport tube can vary from a few inches to 20 feet depending on the layout 
of the irradiator.  To help reduce scatter, a neutron irradiator is often located in the center of a 
large exposure room.  The shield is often located in the basement with the exposed position on 
the main floor, but the shield can also be configured on the main floor.   


In the event of power failure while the source was in the exposed position, the air pressure would 
be lost and the source would fall to the shielded position.  The solenoid valves are configured in 
a fail-safe manner, so that any loss of power will immediately return the source to the carousel, or 
prevent it from leaving.  A low pressure sensor monitors air pressure and will signal when 
pressure falls below the set point, causing the source to be shielded. A pressure regulator/filter 
controls pressure to the system and filters out any water in the line. 


 


4.4 OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 


Optional equipment can be added to the device to enhance operation and add capability.  This 
equipment does not impact the safety of the device.   


 Beam Port 


A steel beam port is used in conjunction with a top shield to direct the beam of radiation 
horizontally, in place of a having a 360 degree panoramic beam. The beam port can vary in 
size or shape. The beam port and top shield may be configured as an integral part of the main 
shielding or added on as an option to the 360 degree configuration.  


Collimator 


Collimators can be supplied to reduce and shape the size of the radiation beam. The user 
slides the collimator into the beam port until flush with the front of the shield. 


Top Shield 


A top shield is used to reduce radiation levels and is accompanied by a beam port which 
reduces the useful beam of radiation. The top shield can be a permanent integral part of the 







 


shielding or added onto existing N40 models. Shielding materials can consist of steel, lead or 
WEP dependent on the model and sources used.  


Roof Shield 


A roof shield is used to reduce or eliminate sky shine from a 360 degree panoramic radiation 
field. The roof shield is attached to the top of the N40 and sits directly above the source in the 
exposed position. The roof shield can be constructed of steel, lead, tungsten, or WEP, and is 
configured based on the radiation type.  


Linear Positioning System 


A linear positioning track is used to move the instrument being calibrated, dosimetry being 
exposed, or sample being exposed along the beam of radiation thus changing the exposure rate.  
The track can provide up to 10 meters of travel to give a broad range of exposure rates.  The 
linear positioning system can consist of up to four axes of travel, X along the beam, Y horizontal, 
and perpendicular to the beam, Z vertical and R rotational. Each track can be supplied with 
automated motors or be manually operated. A camera can be mounted to the platform to view the 
instrument readout during exposure.  A laser alignment system can be used to define the beam 
centerline. 


Moderation Sphere 


A stainless steel sphere is provided to give D
2
O moderation along the equatorial plane.  It has a 


removable cadmium cover.  The sphere fits over the end of the calibration receiver so that the 
source, when in position, is in the center of the sphere. 


Attenuators 


Attenuators can be mounted to the front of the beam port to reduce exposure rates. 
Attenuators are controlled by solenoid valves and air cylinders. The attenuators can be used 
individually or in combination to give a range of attenuation from X2 to X8000, but other 
ranges are also available. Rectangular shaped attenuators slide vertically and block the beam 
port when the valves are de-energized. Hence, if power and/or air pressure is lost, the 
attenuators will move to the shielded position. 


Compressor 


Pressurized air is required to control source movement.  This compressed air can be supplied by 
the user or from a compressor supplied with the system.  The compressor is typically a small unit 
with a 10-20 gallon tank but a larger tank can be used.  


5 LABELING 


Two labels are attached to the N40:  a radiation warning label, and a manufacturer’s label.  The 
labels are metal with silkscreened or laser engraved text, and are attached with fasteners to the 
side of the shield where they are clearly visible. Examples of the labeling are included in 
Appendix B.  The radiation warning label is 3” x 5” with a yellow background with a magenta 
radiation symbol and magenta lettering. This label states:  "Caution Radioactive Material"; gives 
the specific isotope, amount and date; and declares the manufacturer is Hopewell Designs, Inc. 
(770) 667-5770. The manufacturer’s label is 2” x 4” with a silver background and black 







 


lettering.  It states:  "Hopewell Designs, Inc., 5940 Gateway Drive, Alpharetta, GA 30004, (770) 
667-5770; Model N40-xx, Weight ____ LBS; and Serial Number _____.” 


 


6 TESTING OF PROTOTYPES 


Testing of prototypes remain the same as the original application. 


7 RADIATION PROFILES 


Radiation measurements are less than or equal to the original application.  The optional top 
shield and beam port configuration increases the safety of the device by lowering exposure 
rates outside the parameters of the useful beam. External exposure rates do not exceed 5 
mR/hr 12 inches from the surface of the shield.  


8 QUALITY CONTROL 


Quality control remains the same as the original application. 


9 INSTALLATION, SERVICING, & INSTRUCTIONS TO USERS 


Installation, servicing, & instructions to users remain the same as the original application. 


10 DRAWINGS 


Drawings are attached as Appendix A to show views of the top shield and beam port 
configuration being added to the N40 series in this amendment.  
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Appendix A: N40-7C Drawings showing additional shielding, and beam port.

Appendix B: Labeling


1 Summary Data for Amendment


		Date:

		October 16, 2013






		Manufacturer and Distributor:

		Hopewell Designs, Inc.
5940 Gateway Drive
Alpharetta GA 30004


Radioactive Material License GA 1434-1






		Contact:

		Chris Vanderpool, RSO, Telephone (770) 667-5770






		Device Type:

		Instrument Calibrator and Neutron / Gamma Irradiator






		Model Number: 

		N40 Series






		Radioactive Source:

		NEUTRON SOURCES


X.2 
QSA Global


X.3 
QSA Global


X.4 
QSA Global


X.14 
QSA Global


N03 
Eckert and Ziegler


10S 
Frontier Technology


100S 
Frontier Technology


X.1 
QSA Global


X.33 
QSA Global


X.35 
QSA Global


AN-HP 
Gammatron


GAMMA SOURCES


X.8 
QSA Global


X.9
QSA Global


X.38 
QSA Global


X.2163 
QSA Global


R6000 
Reviss Services, Limited 


R6010
Reviss Services, Limited 

R6020                              Reviss Services, Limited 


R6030                              Reviss Services, Limited 


R6040                              Reviss Services, Limited 


R6050                              Reviss Services, Limited


R6060                              Reviss Services, Limited


INIS-SF-xx 
International Isotopes, Inc.






		Radionuclide  & Max. Activity:

		Am-241/Be, 24 curies


Cf-252, 1.2 Ci
Cs-137,  2600 curies
Cobalt-60  60 curies



		Leak Test Frequency:

		6 months






		Principal Use:

		Neutron / Gamma Irradiator, Category II (K)






		Custom Device:

		No





This amendment adds or adjusts the following:


· Addition of an optional beam port and shielding configuration that can be used with this irradiator. The traditional N40 is a panoramic type irradiator, and the addition of a beam port and top shield generates a collimated beam of radiation. 

· Addition of optional attenuators, collimators, and roof shield. 


· Increase nominal and maximum activities for Americium-241/Beryllium in the following sealed source models. 


		Source Manufacturer

		Source Model

		Nominal Activity

		Max. Activity per source



		QSA Global, Inc.

		AMN.PE4

		  20 Ci (740 GBq)

		   24 Ci (888 GBq)



		Eckert & Ziegler Isotope Products

		AM1.N03

		  20 Ci (740 GBq)

		   24 Ci (888 GBq)



		Gammatron

		AN-HP

		  20 Ci (740 GBq)

		   24 Ci (888 GBq)





· Addition of Cesium-137 source capsules in the following sealed source models. 


		Source Manufacturer

		Source Model

		Nominal Activity

		Max. Activity per source



		Reviss Services Ltd.

		R6020

		  100 Ci (3.7 TBq)

		   120 Ci (4.44 TBq)



		Reviss Services Ltd.

		R6030

		  200 Ci (7.4 TBq)

		   240 Ci (8.88 TBq)



		Reviss Services Ltd.

		R6040

		  450 Ci (16.6 TBq)

		   540 Ci (20 TBq)



		Reviss Services Ltd.

		R6050

		1200 Ci (740 TBq)

		   1440 Ci (53.3 TBq)



		Reviss Services Ltd.

		R6060

		2200 Ci (740 TBq)

		   2600 Ci (96.2 TBq)





· The minimum amount of WEP shielding surrounding the source in the storage position for the N40-7C Above Floor model, and N40-2S models is 17 inches.

· Various edits to sections. Changes are in bold italics. 

2 Summary Data for Amendment


The Model N40 series Neutron Gamma Irradiator is a system designed to calibrate radiation instruments, irradiate dosimeters, or irradiate samples. The irradiator is typically located in a shielded room, inaccessible to personnel when the irradiator is in use.  The irradiator control panel is located outside the room.  Access to the shielded irradiator room is monitored via a system of safety circuits and interlocks; triggering any circuit will result in the source returning to (or remaining in) the shielded position.


The N40 series irradiator consists of radioactive sources sealed within source holders or “rabbits”, a storage position for the sources, shielding to limit radiation levels, a panoramic or collimated exposure position, pneumatic transfer tube(s) that move the source(s) between the shielded and exposed positions, a control panel, safety interlocks, and indicators. 


The N40 series typically accommodates 1 to 7 sources depending on the model, but may accept up to 10 sources if multiple source capsules are required to achieve the desired activity in a single rabbit. The same isotope and source pedigree is used when sources are stacked in a rabbit.

The N40 is designed to house up to 24 Ci of AmBe and 1.2 Ci of Cf-252. Certain models can contain neutron and/or gamma sources. The Model N40-7C can hold up to 120 Ci of Cs-137 and up to 2 Ci of Cobalt-60. The Model N40-xx-BF can hold up to 2600 Ci of Cs-137 and up to 60 Ci of Cobalt-60. Maximum activities for each model are as follows:

		Device Model

		# sources per device

		Isotope

		Max. Activity



		

		per device

		

		per device



		

		

		

		Ci

		GBq



		N40-1

		1

		AmBe

		16

		592



		

		

		Cf-252

		0.04

		1.5



		N40-2D

		2

		AmBe

		16

		592



		

		

		Cf-252

		0.04

		1.5



		N40-2S

		2

		AmBe

		24

		888



		

		

		Cf-252

		0.55

		20.4



		N40-7C

		7-10

		AmBe

		24

		888



		

		

		Cf-252

		0.55

		20.4



		

		

		Cs-137

		120

		4,440



		

		

		Co-60

		2

		74



		N40-xx-BF

		7-10

		AmBe

		24

		888



		

		

		Cf-252

		1.2

		44.4



		

		

		Cs-137

		2600

		96200



		

		

		Co-60

		60

		2,220





The sources used in the device are in special form encapsulation.  The sources are housed inside a rotating carousel (N40-7C and N40-2S) or a tubular storage position (N40-1 and N40-2D) that is aligned with a metal transfer tube.  The desired source is blown from the storage position up through the transfer tube to the exposed position via compressed air and held in place at the exposure position. The shield that surrounds the storage position is a steel case filled with shielding materials applicable to the shielding properties required for the source(s) used in the N40 device. Shielding materials can consist of steel, lead, concrete, water extended polyester, or high density polyethylene or equivalent. The combination of shielding used is dependent on the device model and sources. The exposed position is an aluminum or stainless steel cylinder available in 2 beam configurations, a 360 degree panoramic radiation beam, or an optional beam port to collimate the beam. A control panel has interlock circuits, a timer, controls, and indicators for operating the irradiator. Additional status lights and interlock circuits are located on the irradiator or in the room containing the device.


The device is operated from the control panel.  Because the device produces a beam of neutron and/or gamma radiation in free air, the irradiator is typically located in a separate, shielded room from the control panel.  Typical operational steps consist of: placing an instrument, dosimetry, or samples in the radiation path, exiting the room and closing the door, assuring all interlock circuits are closed, placing a key in the system enable switch and turning the switch to enable, selecting a time, and pressing the expose switch.  Prior to source exposure, a warning buzzer sounds at the device warning of imminent source exposure. After the buzzer the solenoid valve is energized to move the source to the exposed position.  The exposure is terminated by the timer or when the return switch is pressed.  The source returns to the shielded position.

A last man out (LMO) system is available as optional safety equipment. The last person out of the room activates the LMO when exiting the room. The source cannot move or become energized until the LMO system is satisfied.  

The N40 includes several safety features to assure personnel are not exposed to radiation.  Shielding limits the exposure rates to 5 mR/hr 12" from the surface when the source is in the shielded position.  The irradiator is typically located in a shielded room separate from the control panel. Power to the solenoid valves that expose the source runs through several safety circuits including the safety interlock, emergency off switch, and system enable switch.  If any of these circuits are interrupted, the source returns to the shielded position, or remains in the shielded position. A warning buzzer warns of imminent source exposure.  Status lights at the control panel and on the irradiator show source position.

3 Conditions of Use


The N40 is used to calibrate radiation survey instruments, irradiate dosimeters, or irradiate samples for research. When the source is in the exposed position, the N40 produces a panoramic beam of radiation that shines in all directions, or an optional beam port with additional shielding is used to generate a collimated beam of radiation. 

Radiation instruments, personal dosimetry, or material samples are placed in the beam. The irradiator is typically located in a shielded room where the entrance door is interlocked to the operation of the source movement.

3.1 Routine Operation


The N40 is used primarily to calibrate radiation measurement instruments, irradiate dosimeters, or irradiate samples for research.   Under routine use, an operator would place the instrument, dosimeters, or samples in the path of the radiation beam.  These might be placed on an optional positioning track(s) that would move along the axis of the beam.  The operator would then inspect the room to confirm that all personnel had exited the room, press the optional last man out (LMO) button if equipped that would start a warning buzzer and light, then leave the room and close the door.  Once the door was closed, the door interlock circuit would be complete, and the warning buzzer and light would stop. The operator would go to the control panel and select an exposure time.  A key is inserted in the system enable switch and moved to the enable position.  The emergency off switch is examined to confirm that it is not engaged.  At this point, all interlock circuits would be complete and the exposure could begin.  The operator selects the desired source to expose and the source is aligned with the transport tube (N40-2S and N40-7C). The operator presses the expose pushbutton to initiate the exposure.  With systems not equipped with a LMO button, a warning buzzer and light at the device sounds for a minimum of 20 seconds, warning of imminent source exposure. After the buzzer sounds, the expose solenoid valve is energized, and the source is blown to the exposed position. When it reaches the exposed position, a solenoid turns on to hold the source and the expose solenoid valve turns off. The status light at the control panel and the device turns from green to yellow during transit, to red when the source is at the exposed position. The source remains in the exposed position until the timer finishes, the return switch is pressed, or the system enable switch is turned to disable. The power to the expose solenoid valve is turned off, a cushion solenoid valve turns on and the source moves to the shielded position.  The cushion solenoid valve then turns off. A sensor confirms the source entered the shield. 

4 Details of Construction


The N40 Neutron Gamma Irradiator is designed to calibrate radiation survey instruments, irradiate dosimeters, or irradiate material samples for research.  It consists of the following major components: shielding; radiation sources; control panel; interlocks; and indicators.

In addition, other optional equipment such as a beam port, collimator, attenuators, turn table, and positioning tracks might be part of the irradiator.  

4.1 Source Shielding


Shielding can vary depending on the N40 model. Shielding material may consist of steel, lead, water extended polyester (WEP), high density polyethylene (HDPE), and may also include concrete and earth. WEP consists of a matrix of  about 25% water and 25% polyester resin, with the water containing dissolved boron-containing materials (and other chemicals), and 50% high-density polyethylene in the form of small beads dispersed within the WEP matrix as an aggregate.  


4.1.1 Shielding for N40-1 and N40-2D


The Models N40-1 and N40-2D have a minimum of 16” of WEP surrounding the storage position.  This WEP is contained with a minimum of ¼” steel skin.  The shielding is typically shaped as a cylinder that is a nominal 34” in diameter and approximately 30” tall.  The sources are located about 6” above the floor.  Concrete in the floor provides shielding under the sources.  The shape of the shield can vary – the top of the shield may have a truncated cone, or may have a permanent or removable dome and beam port. The transport tube that carries the source between the shielded and exposed position has a slight curve inside the shielding to prevent direct radiation shine to the exterior of the shield.


4.1.2 Shielding for N40-7C and N40-2S


The Models N40-7C and N40-2S have a minimum of 17” of WEP or equivalent shielding materials surrounding the storage position. A combination of steel, WEP, lead, and concrete can be used to shield sources of neutron and gamma radiation. This WEP is contained with a minimum ¼” steel skin.  The shielding is typically shaped as a box that is a nominal 24” square and approximately 48” tall, or a cylindrical shape.  The sources are located about 12” above the floor.  

In some above floor configurations solid concrete blocks are stacked around the WEP shield so that the overall shield limits exposure rates to 5 mR/hr at 12”. A typical shield might be a nominal 5’ square by 4’ tall, and covered with a sheet metal skin, then secured with bolts. The shape of the shield can vary – the top of the shield may have a truncated cone, or the shield may be cylindrical – as long a minimum of 17” of WEP or equivalent shielding is used. 


4.1.3 Shielding for N40-xx-BF


Shielding is available in 2 options:  above floor and below floor level (a “-BF” is added to the below floor model for this version).  The standard above floor shielding is fully self-contained as described above.  


The “BF” below floor option shield consists of a steel tube filled with WEP or concrete.  The pipe is placed in a well in the floor.  The sources are located a minimum of 6’ below the floor level.  The WEP or concrete above the sources, and concrete plus earth around the sides, provide shielding. 

4.2 Radiation Source


All sources used in the N40 irradiator are AmBe, Cf-252, Cs-137, and Co-60 in special form. The special form source is doubly encapsulated in a welded stainless steel capsule.  Sources are supplied with certificates for source activity, exposure rates, and leak tests. Depending on the desired source activity, the following sources would be used in the N40 irradiator.  Activity levels are +/-20% of nominal.


		Source

		Manufacturer*

		Mfg

		Nominal

		Maximum

		Registry No.



		Capsule

		

		Part No.

		Activity

		Activity

		



		

		

		

		Ci

		GBq

		Ci

		GBq

		



		Am-241/Be 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		X2

		QSA Global

		AMN.18

		0.30

		11.1

		0.36

		13.3

		MA-l059-S-240-S



		X3

		QSA Global

		AMN.22

		1.00

		37

		1.2

		44

		MA-l059-S-240-S



		X4

		QSA Global

		AMN.23

		3.00

		111

		3.6

		133

		MA-l059-S-240-S



		X14

		QSA Global

		AMN.24

		5

		185

		6.0

		222

		MA-l059-S-240-S



		X14

		QSA Global

		AMN.25

		20

		740

		24

		888

		MA-l059-S-240-S



		N03

		E&Z

		Am1.N03

		20

		740

		24

		888

		CA-0406-S-232-S



		AN-HP

		Gammatron

		AN-HP

		20

		740

		24

		888

		USA-0331-S-96



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Cf-252

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		10S

		Frontier

		10S

		1.0

		37

		1.2

		44.4

		OH-0298-S-101-S



		100S

		Frontier

		100S

		1.0

		37

		1.2

		44.4

		OH-0298-S-102-S



		X1

		QSA Global

		CVNxxx

		0.30

		11.1

		0.4

		13.3

		USA-0632-S-96



		X33

		QSA Global

		CVN33x

		1.0

		37

		1.2

		44.4

		USA-0646-S-96



		X35

		QSA Global

		CVN35x

		1.0

		37

		1.2

		44.4

		USA-0643-S-96



		AN-HP

		Gammatron

		AN-HP

		0.4

		14.8

		0.5

		18.5

		USA-0331-S-96



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Cs-137

		

		

		

		

		

		0

		



		X.7

		QSA Global

		CDC.700

		1.0

		37

		1.2

		44.4

		MA-l059-S-204-S



		X.8

		QSA Global

		CDC.809

		1.0

		37

		1.2

		44.4

		USA/0634/S-96



		X.9

		QSA Global

		CDC.93

		3.0

		111

		3.6

		133

		USA/0640/S-96



		X.38

		QSA Global

		CDC.xxxx

		10

		370

		12

		444

		USA/0363/S-96



		RSL6000

		Reviss

		RSL6000

		30

		1110

		36

		1332

		GB190S-96issue3



		RSL6010

		Reviss

		RSL6010

		50

		1850

		54

		1998

		GB197S-96issue3



		RSL6020

		Reviss

		RSL6020

		100

		3700

		120

		4440

		GB198S-96issue3



		RSL6030

		Reviss

		RSL6030

		200

		7400

		240

		8880

		GB199S-96issue3



		RSL6040

		Reviss

		RSL6040

		450

		16650

		540

		19980

		GB200S-96issue3



		RSL6050

		Reviss

		RSL6050

		1200

		44400

		1440

		53280

		GB201S-96issue3



		RSL6060

		Reviss

		RSL6060

		2200

		81400

		2600

		96200

		GB202S-96issue3



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Co-60

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		X.38

		QSA Global

		CKC.P1

		50

		1850

		60

		2220

		USA/0363/S-96



		X.2163

		QSA Global

		CKC.P6

		50

		1850

		60

		2220

		MA-l059-S-250-S



		INIS-SF-xx

		Int’l Isotopes

		INIS-SF-xx

		50

		1850

		60

		2220

		NR-1235-S-101-S





* Note:  
QSA Global is QSA Global, Inc.

E&Z is Eckert & Ziegler Isotope Products

Frontier is Frontier Technology Corp

Reviss is Reviss Services, Limited

Int’l Isotopes is International Isotopes, Inc.


The sources are loaded into the source holders or “rabbits”.  Rabbits may vary in size which is dependent on the source capsule being used in the device. The rabbit size can range from 0.9” to 3”outer diameter and up to 7” long.  The exterior of the rabbit has fins to facilitate transport by air. The cavity for the source is sized specifically for the source being used and is designed to be approximately 0.010” ± 0.005” larger than the source diameter and length. 


4.3 Source Transport System


The source is moved from the storage to the expose position and back by air pressure.  Airflow is controlled by solenoid valves; one or more are used in combination for flow toward the expose position and one to cushion the source rabbit upon return to the carousel. When an exposure begins, the expose solenoid valve(s) turns on to blow the source to the expose position. Once the source reaches the exposed position, it is held in place, and the expose solenoid(s) turns off. 


The source is held at the exposed position by either a suction cup or a spring-return latch.  Vacuum is created at the suction cup when the expose solenoid valve is energized and compressed air blows across a venturi orifice, creating vacuum at the suction cup. A vacuum sensor indicates the source is at the suction cup. For systems that call for long exposures a spring-return latch is recommended. When the expose solenoid is energized, the latch extends under the rabbit to hold it in place. When the valve is turned off, the latch retracts and the source returns to the shielded position. If power fails or air pressure fail, the spring retracts the latch, and the source returns to the shielded position.


The source returns to the shielded position immediately when the expose solenoid is turned off. Cushion air turns on briefly to control the descent of the source. A photo-eye above or within the shield senses the source passing from/to the shielded position.


The size of the transport tube is a nominal 1” inner diameter for the small rabbit and 2” for the large rabbit.  The transport tube can be straight, or curved slightly when it enters the shielding to reduce radiation shine out of the transport tube when the source is in the shielded position. The overall length of the transport tube can vary from a few inches to 20 feet depending on the layout of the irradiator.  To help reduce scatter, a neutron irradiator is often located in the center of a large exposure room.  The shield is often located in the basement with the exposed position on the main floor, but the shield can also be configured on the main floor.  

In the event of power failure while the source was in the exposed position, the air pressure would be lost and the source would fall to the shielded position.  The solenoid valves are configured in a fail-safe manner, so that any loss of power will immediately return the source to the carousel, or prevent it from leaving.  A low pressure sensor monitors air pressure and will signal when pressure falls below the set point, causing the source to be shielded. A pressure regulator/filter controls pressure to the system and filters out any water in the line.

4.4 Optional Equipment


Optional equipment can be added to the device to enhance operation and add capability.  This equipment does not impact the safety of the device.  


 Beam Port


A steel beam port is used in conjunction with a top shield to direct the beam of radiation horizontally, in place of a having a 360 degree panoramic beam. The beam port can vary in size or shape. The beam port and top shield may be configured as an integral part of the main shielding or added on as an option to the 360 degree configuration. 

Collimator


Collimators can be supplied to reduce and shape the size of the radiation beam. The user slides the collimator into the beam port until flush with the front of the shield.

Top Shield


A top shield is used to reduce radiation levels and is accompanied by a beam port which reduces the useful beam of radiation. The top shield can be a permanent integral part of the shielding or added onto existing N40 models. Shielding materials can consist of steel, lead or WEP dependent on the model and sources used. 


Roof Shield


A roof shield is used to reduce or eliminate sky shine from a 360 degree panoramic radiation field. The roof shield is attached to the top of the N40 and sits directly above the source in the exposed position. The roof shield can be constructed of steel, lead, tungsten, or WEP, and is configured based on the radiation type. 

Linear Positioning System


A linear positioning track is used to move the instrument being calibrated, dosimetry being exposed, or sample being exposed along the beam of radiation thus changing the exposure rate.  The track can provide up to 10 meters of travel to give a broad range of exposure rates.  The linear positioning system can consist of up to four axes of travel, X along the beam, Y horizontal, and perpendicular to the beam, Z vertical and R rotational. Each track can be supplied with automated motors or be manually operated. A camera can be mounted to the platform to view the instrument readout during exposure.  A laser alignment system can be used to define the beam centerline.


Moderation Sphere


A stainless steel sphere is provided to give D2O moderation along the equatorial plane.  It has a removable cadmium cover.  The sphere fits over the end of the calibration receiver so that the source, when in position, is in the center of the sphere.

Attenuators


Attenuators can be mounted to the front of the beam port to reduce exposure rates. Attenuators are controlled by solenoid valves and air cylinders. The attenuators can be used individually or in combination to give a range of attenuation from X2 to X8000, but other ranges are also available. Rectangular shaped attenuators slide vertically and block the beam port when the valves are de-energized. Hence, if power and/or air pressure is lost, the attenuators will move to the shielded position.

Compressor


Pressurized air is required to control source movement.  This compressed air can be supplied by the user or from a compressor supplied with the system.  The compressor is typically a small unit with a 10-20 gallon tank but a larger tank can be used. 

5 Labeling

Two labels are attached to the N40:  a radiation warning label, and a manufacturer’s label.  The labels are metal with silkscreened or laser engraved text, and are attached with fasteners to the side of the shield where they are clearly visible. Examples of the labeling are included in Appendix B.  The radiation warning label is 3” x 5” with a yellow background with a magenta radiation symbol and magenta lettering. This label states:  "Caution Radioactive Material"; gives the specific isotope, amount and date; and declares the manufacturer is Hopewell Designs, Inc. (770) 667-5770. The manufacturer’s label is 2” x 4” with a silver background and black lettering.  It states:  "Hopewell Designs, Inc., 5940 Gateway Drive, Alpharetta, GA 30004, (770) 667-5770; Model N40-xx, Weight ____ LBS; and Serial Number _____.”

6 Testing of Prototypes


Testing of prototypes remain the same as the original application.


7 Radiation Profiles


Radiation measurements are less than or equal to the original application.  The optional top shield and beam port configuration increases the safety of the device by lowering exposure rates outside the parameters of the useful beam. External exposure rates do not exceed 5 mR/hr 12 inches from the surface of the shield. 

8 Quality Control


Quality control remains the same as the original application.


9 Installation, Servicing, & Instructions to Users


Installation, servicing, & instructions to users remain the same as the original application.

10 Drawings


Drawings are attached as Appendix A to show views of the top shield and beam port configuration being added to the N40 series in this amendment. 
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Mail Stop T-8E24

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD  20852

 

3.) Under 10 CFR 171 Section 16(d), Table Item 9 is the correct fee for this
amendment A. $8000?  Answer:  I do not have an answer because (a) we have
not received fee-related direction for the transfer of the Georgia registrations, and
(b) the NRC does not charge fees for amendments.  Please do not send any fees
at this time; when we know more, we will let you know.

 

 

Thanks,

Chris

 

On Thu, Oct 17, 2013 at 8:53 AM, Jankovich, John <John.Jankovich@nrc.gov>
wrote:

Chris,

I am sending this e-mail to you to supplement the information what you and Kathy
Modus/NRC have discussed below.

 

Please note that there are three different options available for the registration of a
unique version of the Hopewell’s N40 irradiator:

 

1.     You may add it to Hopewell’s regular sealed source and device registration (SS&D)
GA-1138-D-106-S.  With this option, the modified version would be approved for
commercial distribution to other users besides General Dynamics.  If you chose this
option, you need to send an amendment request to us at the NRC because the NRC
took over the SS&D function from the State of Georgia.

 

2.     A custom SS&D registration could be issued to Hopewell which would specify
General Dynamics as the sole user.  You can find more information on custom
registration in the applicable guidance document, NUREG-1556, Vol. 3, Rev 1, Section
5.2.   This option will need a safety review similar to the one that NRC would conduct for

mailto:John.Jankovich@nrc.gov


the amendment in Option 1.   The document is accessible on the NRC website at
www.nrc.gov.  

 

3.     The modified version could be added to General Dynamics’ license as a license
condition in accordance with 10 CFR 30.32(g)(1)(ii).  This option will also need a safety
review similar to the one that NRC would conduct for the amendment in Option 1.

 

If you need further information, please contact me by e-mail or call at 301 415-7904.

John

 

John P. Jankovich, Ph.D.

Team Leader

Sealed Source and Device Registrations

Office of Federal and State Materials and

           Environmental Management Programs

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, DC 20555

 

From: Modes, Kathy 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 8:23 AM
To: Chris Vanderpool
Cc: Jankovich, John
Subject: RE: Hopewell Designs, Inc. Model N40-7C

 

Chris,

 

Thanks for the email and voice mail messages.  Yes, I am aware that you need to
submit an amendment to your SSDR.  I’ve cc’d John, the NRC expert on SSDR on this
email.

Please continue to keep me in the loop as this progresses.

Also, please work with your sales personnel to ensure they keep to the SSDR.  If there
are any modifications, it takes time to do the review.  Now I am not sure if we can issue

http://www.nrc.gov/
tel:301%20415-7904


the amendment next month.

Let’s keep in touch.

 

Thanks,

Kathy

P.S. The President signed the bill around 2 AM and I am back to work by 8 AM!  This is
how the gov’t should work!

 

From: Chris Vanderpool [mailto:chris.hdirad@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 3:21 PM
To: Modes, Kathy
Subject: Hopewell Designs, Inc. Model N40-7C

 

Kathy,

 

Today, I spoke with Sean McKibben at General Dynamics Electric Boat and sent
him a copy of our SSDR GA-1138-D-106-S. Sean responded to my e-mail stating
that he didn't see an illustration of their N40 design in the SSDR.

 

After consulting with others at Hopewell I found out that our sales person
may sold an N40 to General Dynamics with modifications. After reviewing the
specs and drawings against the SSDR it is clear the modifications fall outside the
scope of the SSDR.

 

The N40 is designed to produce a panoramic beam, and General Dynamics wanted
the beam to be collimated instead of panoramic due to lack of  shielding in their
facility.  The new design is the same as the old with the exception of an additional
shield on top with a beam port.

 

In addition, the contract calls for 20.3 Ci of AmBe when our SSDR is limited to
20Ci.

 

The N40 is only in the engineering phase at this time and has not gone into
production. Clearly, I need to submit an amendment to our SSDR to match the
device that that General Dynamics will take possession. I just wanted to make you

mailto:chris.hdirad@gmail.com


aware of this discrepancy and that I am taking action to correct the SSDR prior to
customer acceptance of an operable device.

 

If you have any questions or comments please give me a call (706)338-1036.

 

Best regards,

Chris Vanderpool, RRPT

Radiation Safety Officer

Hopewell Designs, Inc

cvanderpool@hopewelldesigns.com

(770) 667-5770 Main office

 

--

Chris Vanderpool, RRPT

Radiation Safety Officer

Hopewell Designs, Inc

cvanderpool@hopewelldesigns.com

(770) 667-5770 Main office

 

-- 
Chris Vanderpool, RRPT
Radiation Safety Officer
Hopewell Designs, Inc
cvanderpool@hopewelldesigns.com
(770) 667-5770 Main office
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